CODE NAME VERITY
By Elizabeth Wein
FIC WEIN
When “Verity” is arrested by the Gestapo, she’s
sure she doesn’t stand a chance. As a secret
agent captured in enemy territory, she’s living a
spy’s worst nightmare. Her Nazi interrogators
give her a simple choice: reveal her mission or
face a grisly execution. They'll get the truth out
of her. But it won’t be what they expect.
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ACROSS THE UNIVERSE
By Beth Revis
Y REVIS
When Amy is frozen aboard the interstellar
spaceship Godspeed, she expects to be woken
in 300 years on a new planet. Instead, someone wakes her up early…and if Amy doesn’t
figure out why soon, the next people they wake
up might not survive–including her parents.
ASK THE PASSENGERS
By A.S. King
FIC KING & DOWNLOADABLE
Imagining that she is sending love to passengers in airplanes flying overhead, Astrid Jones,
a teen from a small town torn by gossip and
narrow-mindedness, struggles with her family's
dysfunction and hides her love for another girl.

DEATH CLOUD
By Andrew Lane
Y LANE & DOWNLOADABLE
It is the summer of 1868, and Sherlock Holmes
is fourteen. On break from boarding school, he
is staying with eccentric strangers—his uncle
and aunt—in their vast house in Hampshire.
When two local people die from symptoms that
resemble the plague, Holmes begins to investigate what really killed them, helped by his new
tutor, an American named Amyus Crowe. So
begins Sherlock’s true education in detection,
as he discovers the dastardly crimes of a brilliantly sinister villain of exquisitely malign intent.
THE FAULT IN OUR STARS
By John Green
FIC GREEN
Despite the tumor-shrinking medical miracle
that has bought her a few more years, Hazel
has never been anything but terminal, her final
chapter inscribed upon diagnosis. But when a
gorgeous plot twist named Augustus Waters
suddenly appears at the Cancer Kid Support
Group, Hazel's story is about to be completely
rewritten.
Being with Augustus is both an unexpected
destination and a long-needed journey, pushing
Hazel to re-examine how sickness and health,
life and death, will define her and the legacy
that everyone leaves behind.
HEIST SOCIETY
By Ally Carter
Y CARTER & DOWNLOADABLE
For as long as she can remember, Katarina has
been a part of the family business- thieving.
When Kat tries to leave “the life” for a normal

life, her old friend Hale conspires to bring her
back into the fold. Why? A mobster’s art collection has been stolen, and Kat’s father is the
only suspect. Caught between Interpol and a
far more deadly enemy, Kat’s dad needs her
help.
MONUMENT 14
By Emmy Laybourne
FIC LAYBOURN
Six high school kids (some popular, some
not), two eighth graders (one a tech genius),
and six little kids trapped together in a chain
superstore build a refuge for themselves inside. While outside, a series of escalating disasters, beginning with a monster hailstorm
and ending with a chemical weapons spill,
seems to be tearing the world—as they know
it—apart.
THE RAVEN BOYS
By Maggie Stiefvater
FIC STIEFVAT
Though she is from a family of clairvoyants,
Blue Sargent's only gift seems to be that she
makes other people's talents stronger, and
when she meets Gansey, one of the Raven
Boys from the expensive Aglionby Academy,
she discovers that he has talents of his own-and that together their talents are a dangerous
mix.
READY PLAYER ONE
By Ernest Cline
FIC CLINE
IImmersing himself in a mid-21st-century technological virtual utopia to escape an ugly real
world of famine, poverty and disease, Wade
Watts joins an increasingly violent effort to
solve a series of puzzles by the virtual world's
super-wealthy creator, who has promised that
the winner will be his heir.
SHADOWS ON THE MOON
By Zoe Marriott
FIC MARRIOTT
“On my fourteenth birthday when the sakura
was in full bloom, the men came to kill us. We
saw them come, Aimi and me. We were
excited, because we did not know how to be

frightened. We had never seen soldiers before.”
Suzume is a shadow-weaver. She can create
mantles of darkness and light, walk unseen in
the middle of the day, change her face. She
can be anyone she wants to be. Except herself. Suzume died officially the day the
Prince’s men accused her father of treason.
Now even she is no longer sure of her true
identity.

